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Abstract

In this paper we explore a relationship between the topology of the complex hyperplane com-
plements MBCn(C) in type B/C and the combinatorics of certain spaces of degree–n polynomi-
als over a finite field Fq . This relationship is a consequence of the Grothendieck trace formula
and work of Lehrer and Kim. We use it to prove a correspondence between a representation-
theoretic convergence result on the cohomology algebras H∗(MBCn(C);C), and an asymptotic
stability result for certain polynomial statistics on monic squarefree polynomials over Fq with
nonzero constant term. This result is the type B/C analogue of a theorem due to Church, El-
lenberg, and Farb in type A, and we include a new proof of their theorem. To establish these
convergence results, we realize the sequences of cohomology algebras of the hyperplane com-
plements as FIW–algebras finitely generated in FIW–degree 2, and we investigate the asymptotic
behaviour of general families of algebras with this structure. We prove a negative result imply-
ing that this structure alone is not sufficient to prove the necessary convergence conditions. Our
proof of convergence for the cohomology algebras involves the combinatorics of their relators.
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1 Introduction

Hyperplane complements and statistics on Fq[T ]
Define complex hyperplane complements

MAn(C) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Cn | xi 6= xj for all i 6= j}
MBCn(C) = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Cn | xi 6= 0 for all i, and xi 6= ±xj for all i 6= j}.

The Grothendieck–Lefschetz trace formula in `-adic cohomology and results of Lehrer [Leh92]
and Kim [Kim94] imply an amazing relationship between the complex cohomology of these hy-
perplane complements and point counts for certain spaces of polynomials over a finite field Fq .
Church, Ellenberg, and Farb [CEF14] describe this relationship for the hyperplane complement
MAn(C), and use it to relate stability results for the cohomology groups Hd(MAn(C);C) as sym-
metric group representations to stability results for polynomial statistics on the set of monic square-
free degree–n polynomials in Fq[T ], in the limit as n tends to infinity [CEF14, Theorem 3.7 and
Theorem 1].

One goal of this paper is to prove the analogues of Church, Ellenberg, and Farb’s results in
type B/C. We investigate the relationship between the complex cohomology of the hyperplane
complementMBCn(C) and statistics on the set Yn(Fq) of monic squarefree degree–n polynomials
in Fq[T ] with nonzero constant term. The space MBCn(C) has an action of the hyperoctahedral
group Bn (Definition 2.1), and the following theorem – a twisted version of the Grothendieck–
Lefschetz trace formula, specialized to the scheme Yn – relates the structure of the cohomology
groups Hd(MBCn(C);C) as Bn–representations to point-counts on Yn(Fq).

Theorem 4.1 (The Bn–representations Hd(MBCn(C);C) encode point-counts on Yn(Fq)). Let q
be a positive integral power of a prime number p > 2 and let χ be a class function on Bn. Then for each
n ≥ 1 we have

∑
f∈Yn(Fq)

χ(f) =

n∑
d=0

(−1)dqn−d
〈
χ,Hd(MBCn(C);C

)〉
Bn
. (6)

Section 4.2 describes how to interpret aBn class function χ as a function on polynomials in Yn(Fq),
by considering the action of the Frobenius morphism on an associated set Yn(Fq).

In previous work the second author showed that there is a sense in which theBn–representations
Hd(MBCn(C);C) stabilize as n grows [Wil15, Theorem 5.8], using a description of these cohomol-
ogy groups due to Orlik and Solomon [OS80]. In Theorem 3.8, we prove a combinatorial result
controlling the growth of the representations Hd(MBCn(C);C) as d grows. Theorem 4.10 shows
how these representation stability results for the complex cohomology groups Hd(MBCn(C);C) are
reflected in the combinatorics of the set of polynomials Yn(Fq). Specifically, they correspond to
asymptotic stability for certain polynomial statistics on the polynomials Yn(Fq).

Theorem 4.10 (Representation stability for Hd(MBCn(C);C) and convergence for polynomial
statistics on Yn(Fq)). Let q be a positive integral power of an odd prime. For any hyperoctahedral
character polynomial P ∈ Q[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .] the normalized statistic q−n

∑
f∈Yn(Fq) P (f) converges
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to a limit as n→∞. In fact

lim
n→∞

q−n
∑

f∈Yn(Fq)

P (f) =

∞∑
d=0

limm→∞
〈
P |Bm , Hd(MBCm(C),C)

〉
Bm

(−q)d
(8)

and the series in the right hand side converges.

The functions Xr and Yr are signed-cycle-counting class functions on Bn (Definition 2.9). Given
a polynomial P in these functions, the values P (f) encode data on the irreducible factors of the
polynomial f and the square roots of their zeroes in Fq , as we summarize on the upcoming page.
Precise descriptions of character polynomials are given as Bn class functions in Section 2.2 and as
statistics on Yn(Fq) in Section 4.2.

Convergence and nonconvergence results: algebras in degree 2

To prove Theorem 4.10 we study the algebraic structure of the cohomology rings of the family
{MBCn(C)}n. The proof is combinatorial, and the approach was motivated by our general interest
in understanding what combinatorial features of the generators and relations of a sequence of
algebras allow for convergence results of the form of [CEF14, Theorem 1] and our Theorem 4.10.
The cohomology rings of both the families {MAn(C)}n and {MBCn(C)}n have the structure of
FIW–algebras finitely generated in FIW -degree ≤ 2, and a second goal of this paper is to investigate
the asymptotic properties implied by this structure.

LetWn generically denote either the family of symmetric groups Sn or the family of hyperocta-
hedral groups Bn. In Section 2, we review the definitions of FIW–modules and FIW–algebras, and
the algebraic framework they provide for studying sequences of Wn–representations. In earlier
work [JRW17], the authors prove that any FIW–algebra finitely generated in FIW–degree 0 or 1
satisfies the desired convergence condition; this result is stated in Theorem 3.1. In particular, con-
sider the sequence of commutative or graded-commutative algebras A∗n = Q[x1, x2, . . . , xn] with
an action of Wn by permuting the subscripts and possibly negating the variables. Then for any
integer q > 1 and any typeW character polynomial P , the following limit converges:

∞∑
d=0

limm→∞
〈
P |Wm

, Adm
〉
Wm

(−q)d
(1)

This same convergence result holds if we take the sequence of (graded)-commutative algebras in
finitely many collections of variables

A∗n = Q[y(1), y(2), . . . , y(a), x
(1)
1 , x

(1)
2 , . . . , x(1)

n , x
(2)
1 , x

(2)
2 , . . . , x(2)

n , . . . , x
(c)
1 , x

(c)
2 , . . . , x(c)

n ]

with an action ofWn by permuting the subscripts and possibly negating the variables.
A natural question, then, is whether convergence is again automatic for for FIW–algebras

finitely generated in FIW -degree 2. Specifically, supposeA∗n is the sequence of polynomial algebras

A∗n = Q[ xi,j | i, j = 1, . . . , n ]

with an action of Wn by permuting the indices and possibly negating the variables. We may as-
sume the variables satisfy any one of xi,j 6= xj,i, xi,j = xj,i, or xi,j = −xj,i. Then the question is,
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will this sequence of algebras be convergent in the sense of Equation (1)? In Theorem 3.4, we show
that this is not the case; it fails even for the trivial characters P = 1.

Theorem 3.4. (Nonconvergence for symmetric FIW–algebras generated in FIW–degree 2). Let k
be a subfield of C, and q > 1 an integer. Let V be a graded FIW–module over k supported in positive grades
containing an induced FIW–module on a representation ofW2. Let A∗ be an FIW–algebra containing the
free symmetric algebra on V . Then there exist character polynomials P for which the following series does
not converge: ∑

d=0

limn→∞〈Pn, Adn〉Wn

qd
.

Theorem 3.4 shows that the convergent results of [CEF14, Theorem 1] and Theorem 4.10 do
not follow formally from the combinatorics of the generators of these algebras. In Proposition 3.6
we give a new proof of [CEF14, Theorem 1], and we extend this strategy to prove Theorem 4.10.
These proofs examine how combinatorial aspects of the relations of these algebras can drive their
convergence behaviour.

Statistics on squarefree polynomials and hyperplane complements of type B/C

Recall that Yn(Fq) denotes the set of monic degree-n squarefree polynomials in Fq[T ] with nonzero
constant term. It is natural to ask about the distribution of irreducible degree–r factors of these
polynomials. Roots of any degree–r irreducible factor lie in Fqr , and it is a more subtle question
to ask about the nature of the square roots of these roots. These data are encoded by the action of
the Frobenius morphism on the set Yn(Fq), and allows us to interpret the hyperoctahedral signed-
cycle-counting class functions Xr and Yr (Definition 2.9) as the following functions on Yn(Fq).

Xr(f) = # degree–r irreducible factors of f whose roots are quadratic residues over Fqr
Yr(f) = # degree–r irreducible factors of f whose roots are quadratic nonresidues over Fqr
Xr(f) + Yr(f) = total # degree–r irreducible factors of f.

Details are given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. With these definitions, Theorem 4.10 then states that
for q an odd prime power, given any polynomial P in the class functions Xr and Yr, the limits in
Formula (8) exist and are equal. It implies in particular that the expected value of P on Yn(Fq)
converges.

Corollary 4.11. ( The stable limit of the expected value of polynomial statistics on Yn(Fq)). Let
q be a positive integral power of an odd prime. For any polynomial P ∈ Q[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .] the expected
value of P on Yn(Fq) converges as n tends to infinity, and its limit is

lim
n→∞

∑
f∈Yn(Fq) P (f)

|Y(Fq)|
=

(
q + 1

q − 1

) ∞∑
d=0

limm→∞
〈
Pm, H

d(MBCm(C),C)
〉
Bm

(−q)d
.

Sample computations

To illustrate these results, in Section 4.4 we evaluate Formula (8) in some specific examples. We first
review a result of Douglass [Dou92, Formula (1.1)] on a decomposition of the cohomology groups
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Hd(MBCn(C);C) as Bn–representations. Then, using results of Brieskorn [Bri73, Théorème 7]
and Douglass, we compute the stable inner products on the right-hand side of Formula 8 for the
character polynomials P = 1, P = X1−Y1 (Lemma 4.16) and P = X1 +Y1 (Lemma 4.17). We then
show that, from these computations, we can recover the following (well-known) statistics on the
polynomials over Fq[T ]:

• (Proposition 4.15). The number of degree–n monic squarefree polynomials f in Fq[T ] with
f(0) 6= 0 is

|Yn(Fq)| = qn − 2qn−1 + 2qn−2 − . . .+ (−1)n−12q + (−1)n.

• (Proposition 4.18). The expected number of linear factors in a random degree–n monic
squarefree polynomial f in Fq[T ] with f(0) 6= 0 converges to

q − 1

q + 1
in the limit as n −→∞.

• (Proposition 4.19). The expected number of roots that are quadratic residues over Fq for a
random degree–n monic squarefree polynomial f in Fq[T ] with f(0) 6= 0 converges to

q − 1

2(q + 1)
in the limit as n −→∞.

These three statistics can be computed directly by combinatorial methods on Fq[T ], for exam-
ple, they are a special case of a computation done by Alegre, Juarez, and Pajela [AJP15, Theorem
20] using the generating function techniques of Fulman [Ful16]. We have taken this unconven-
tional approach to computing these statistics in Section 4.4 in order to showcase the extraordinary
result of Grothendieck, Lehrer, Kim, and others that we can extract combinatorial data on polyno-
mials over finite fields from topological properties of complex hyperplane complements, and vice
versa.

Related work

New work of Matei

After posting a preprint of this paper, we learned of recent work of Vlad Matei [Mat17]. Matei
independently proves Theorem 4.1 [Theorem 4, Matei], also using methods inspired by Church,
Ellenberg, and Farb’s proof of their Theorem 3.7 [CEF14]. He combines this result with a descrip-
tion of the cohomology groups Hd(MBCn(C),C) due to Henderson [Hen06] to prove a theorem
[Mat17, Theorem 1] on the distribution of monic degree–n polynomials of the form

f(T ) =
(
g(T )

)2

+ T
(
h(T )

)2

, g(T ), h(T ) ∈ Fq[T ].

New work of Casto

While finishing this paper, we learned of new work of Casto [Cas17] establishing a general asymp-
totic stability result for statistics on the ith roots of the zeroes of polynomials over Fq , and the asso-
ciated orbit configuration spaces. Casto [Cas17] generalizes techniques of Farb and Wolfson [FW]
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to FIG–modules. He proves asymptotic stability by topological methods, showing that orbit con-
figuration spaces have convergent cohomology [Cas17, Theorem 1.3 & Section 3]. His results [Cas17,
Theorem 1.4 and 1.5] recover Theorems 4.1 and 4.10 as the special case i = 2.

Other related work

Convergence of the left hand side of Formula (8) in Theorem 4.10 above could also be proven us-
ing the generating function techniques that have been employed in recent work such as Fulman
[Ful16] and Chen [Che16]; see [Che16, Corollay 4 (b)]. These methods can also be used to obtain
additional results on the stable values, for example, Chen [Che16] shows that the stable Betti num-
bers of unordered configuration spaces are quasipolynomial and satisfy linear recurrence relations.
It should be possible to adapt these techniques for the type B/C analogues.

The use of point-counting over finite fields to obtain topological information about complex
reflection group arrangements has appeared in the work of Kisin and Lehrer [KL02]. See also
Chen [Che16] and Fulman–Jiménez Rolland–Wilson [FJRW17] for related work on the spaces of
maximal tori in Lie groups of types A and B/ C, respectively.

Farb–Wolfson [FW, Theorem B] prove étale homological and representation stability for the co-
homology of configuration spaces of n points on smooth varieties. They use the Grothendieck–
Leftschetz formula to relate this result to point counts over finite fields, and they prove asymptotic
stability for these point counts by establishing subexponential bounds on the growth of the unsta-
ble cohomology of those spaces [FW, Theorems A and C].

Gadish [Gad17, Theorem A] derives a version of the Grothendieck trace formula for ramified
covers that is suited to applications in representation stability. With this formula he performs
explicit computations for the Vieta cover of the variety of polynomials, and describes factorization
statistics of polynomials over finite fields [Gad17, Section 3].

2 Foundations: FIW-modules and character polynomials

Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF15] introduced the theory of FI–modules as an algebraic framework
for studying sequences of symmetric group representations. Their results were generalized by
the second author to sequences of representations of the classical Weyl groups in type B/C and D
[Wil14, Wil15]. In this section we summarize the relevant terminology and results.

Definition 2.1. Let Bn denote the Weyl group in type Bn/Cn, which we call the hyperoctahedral
group or signed permutation group. We define Bn as the subgroup of permutations SΩ

∼= S2n on the
set Ω = {1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , n, n} given by

Bn = {σ ∈ SΩ | σ(a) = σ(a) for all 1 ≤ a ≤ n }, B0 = {1}.

There is a natural surjection Bn → Sn by forgetting signs of the elements of Ω.

Throughout the paper we will use Wn to generically denote either Weyl group family: the
symmetric groups Sn in type A or the signed permutation groups Bn in type B/C.
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2.1 The theory of FIW–modules

Definition 2.2. (The category FIW ; FIW–modules.) Let Wn be one of the families Sn or Bn. To
each of these families we associate a category FIW , defined as follows. Its objects are finite sets

0 = ∅ and n = {1, 1, . . . , n, n} for n ∈ Z≥1,

where a is shorthand for (−a) for any integer a. The FIW morphisms are generated by its endo-
morphisms End(n) = Wn and the canonical inclusions In : n → (n + 1). An FIW–module V over
a commutative, unital ring R is a functor from FIW to the category of R–modules; its image is
sequence ofWn–representations Vn := V (n) with actions of the FIW morphisms.

In type A, the category FIA is equivalent to the category FI studied by Church–Ellenberg–Farb
[CEF15]. In type B/C we denote the category by FIBC .

Definition 2.3. (Graded FIW–modules; graded FIW–algebras.) A graded FIW–module V ∗ over a
ring R is a functor from FIW to the category of graded R–modules. A graded FIW–algebra over
a ring R is a functor from FIW to the category of graded R–algebras. We will refer to d as the
graded–degree and n as the FIW–degree of the R–module V dn .

Definition 2.4. (Finite generation; degree of generation; finite type.) An FIW–module V is gen-
erated (as a module) by elements {vi} ⊆

∐
n Vn if V is the smallest FIW–submodule of V containing

{vi}. We call {vi} an (additive) generating set for V . A graded FIW–algebra V = V ∗ is generated (as
an algebra) by elements {vi} ⊆

∐
n Vn if V is the smallest FIW–subalgebra containing the elements

{vi}. We call {vi} an (algebra) generating set for V . An FIW–module V (respectively, a graded FIW–
algebra V = V ∗)is finitely generated as a module (respectively, as an algebra) if it has a finite gener-
ating set, and V is generated in degree ≤ m if it is generated by

∐m
k=0 Vk. A graded FIW–module or

algebra V ∗ has finite type if each graded piece V d is finitely generated as an FIW–module.

Definition 2.5. (The representable FIW–modulesMW(m).) Following the notation introduced by
Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF15], we write

MW(m) := R
[
HomFIW (m,−)

]
for the representable FIW–module over R generated in degree m. An orbit-stabilizer argument
shows that for each n there is an isomorphism ofWn–representations

MW(m)n ∼= R
[
Wn/Wn−m

]
.

We denote representable FI–modules by M(m) and representable FIBC–modules by MBC(m).

An FIW–module over R is finitely generated in degree ≤ k if and only if it is a quotient of a
finite direct sum of representable functors MW(m) with m ≤ k [CEF15, Proposition 2.3.5]; [Wil14,
Proposition 3.15].

Definition 2.6. (The induced FIW -modules MW(U).) Fix a nonnegative integer m and a Wm–
representation U . Define the FIW–module

MW(U) := MW(m)⊗R[Wm] U
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using the right action of Wm on MW(m) = R
[
HomFIW (m,n)]. We call MW(U) the induced FIW–

module on U . AsWn–representations,

MW(U)n ∼= IndWn

Wm×Wn−m
U �R, where R carries a trivialWn−m–action.

Over fields of characteristic zero the decomposition of MW(U)n into irreducible representations is
described by the branching rules. IfU is an irreducible Sd–representation associated to a partition λ
of d, then we may writeM(λ) in place ofM(U). Similarly, forW the irreducibleBd–representation
associated to double partition (λ, µ) we write MBC(λ, µ) for MBC(W ).

2.2 The representation theory ofWn

Just as the irreducible complex representations of Sn are in natural bijection with partitions of n, the
irreducible complex representations ofBn are in bijection with double partitions of n, that is, ordered
pairs of partitions (λ, µ) such that |λ| + |µ| = n. We denote the corresponding representation by
V(λ,µ). See (for example) Geck–Pfeiffer [GP00] for a detailed development of the representation
theory of these Weyl groups, or (for example) Wilson [Wil14, Section 2.1] for a summary suited
to present purposes. Each complex irreducible representation of these groups is defined over the
rational numbers, or any subfield of C. For the remainder of this section we will take coefficients
to be in a subfield k of C.

Definition 2.7. (Character polynomials for Sn). For each r ∈ Z≥1, MacDonald [Mac79, I.7 Exam-
ple 14] defined a class function Xr :

∐
n Sn → Z that take a permutation σ to the number Xr(σ)

of r–cycles in its cycle type. A character polynomial for Sn with coefficients in a ring k is a polyno-
mial in these class functions P ∈ k[X1, X2, . . .]. The degree of a character polynomial is defined by
assigning deg(Xr) = r for r ≥ 1. A character polynomial P defines a class function on Sn for all
n ≥ 0; we denote its restriction to Sn by Pn.

Definition 2.8. (Signed cycle type of a signed permutation). The conjugacy classes of Bn are
classified by signed cycle type as follows. For r ∈ Z≥1, a signed permutation in Bn is called an
r–cycle if it projects to an r–cycle in Sn. A positive r-cycle is an r–cycle that negates an even number
of letters in Ω = {1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , n, n}; these are elements of the form

(a1a2 · · · ar)(a1 a2 · · · ar) ∈ SΩ, ai ∈ Ω

when expressed in cycle notation as a permutation on Ω. A positive r–cycle has order r. A negative
r–cycle is a signed permutation that negates an odd number of letters; these have the form

(a1a2 · · · ara1 · · · ar) ∈ SΩ, ai ∈ Ω.

A negative r–cycle has order 2r, and its rth power is a product of transpositions

(a1 a1)(a2 a2) · · · (ar ar).

Young [You30] proved that signed permutations factor uniquely as a product of positive and
negative cycles, and two signed permutations are conjugate if and only if they have the same
signed cycle type.
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Definition 2.9. (Character polynomials forBn). Given σ ∈ Bn, letXr(σ) be the number of positive
r–cycles in its signed cycle type, and Yr(σ) the number of negative r–cycles. A hyperoctahedral
character polynomial with coefficients in a ring k is a polynomial P ∈ k[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .]. Each
character polynomial defines a class function on

∐
nBn; we write Pn to mean its restriction to Bn.

We define the degree of a character polynomial by setting deg(Xr) = deg(Yr) = r.

Notation 2.10. (The inner product 〈−,−〉G). For a finite group G, we write 〈−,−〉G for the stan-
dard inner product on the C-valued class functions on G. By abuse of notation we may write
either class functions or G–representations in its argument; a representations should be taken to
represent the corresponding character.

2.3 Finitely generated FIW–modules are representation stable

A central result of the work of Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF15] and Wilson [Wil14, Wil15] are
constraints on the structure of finitely generated FIW–modules. Specifically, a finitely generated
FIW–module over characteristic zero is uniformly representation stable in the sense of Church–Farb
[CF13, Definition 2.3], and its characters are eventually polynomial, in the sense of the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.11. (Constraints on finitely generated FIW–modules). Let V be an FIW–module over a
subfield k of C which is finitely generated in degree ≤ m and related in degree ≤ r.

• (Uniform representation stability) [CEF15, Prop. 3.3.3]; [Wil14, Theorem 4.27]
The sequence Vn is uniformly representation stable with respect to the maps induced by the FIW–
morphisms the natural inclusions In : n→ (n + 1), stabilizing once n is at least m+ max(m, r).

• (Character polynomials) [CEF15, Theorem 3.3.4]; [Wil15, Theorem 4.6]
Let χn denote the character of theWn–representation Vn. Then there exists a unique character poly-
nomial FV of degree at most m such that FV (σ) = χn(σ) for all σ ∈ Wn and n >> 0.

Relation degree is defined in [Wil14, Definition 3.18]. Church–Ellenberg–Farb and Wilson proved
that finitely generated FIW–modules are Noetherian [CEF15, Theorem 1.3]; [Wil14, Theorem 4.21],
and so a finitely generated FIW–module V necessarily has finite relation degree.

2.4 Existing asymptotic results

Below is a summary of results on asymptotics of character polynomials, which we will use to
prove the results in Section 3.

Definition 2.12. (Asymptotic equivalence; asymptotic bounds; Big and little O notation). Let
f, g : Z≥0 → R be functions. We say that f is asymptotically equivalent to g and write f ∼ g if

lim
d→∞

f(d)

g(d)
= 1.

We say f is asymptotically dominated by g and write f . g if

lim sup
d→∞

f(d)

g(d)
≤ 1.
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The function f is order O(g) or asymptotically bounded above by g if

lim sup
d→∞

∣∣∣∣f(d)

g(d)

∣∣∣∣ <∞,
equivalently, if |f(d)| ≤ C|g(d)| for some constant C and all d sufficiently large. The function f is
order o(g) if

lim
d→∞

f(d)

g(d)
= 0.

Proposition 2.13. (The inner product of character polynomials stabilizes). [CEF14, Proposition
3.9]; [JRW17, Proposition 3.1] Let k be a subfield of C, and letWn represent one of the families Sn or Bn.
Let P,Q be two character polynomials forWn. Then the inner product 〈Qn, Pn〉Wn

is independent of n for
n ≥ deg(P ) + deg(Q).

Lemma 2.14. (Stability for characters of finitely generated FIW–algebras). [JRW17, Lemma 3.3]
Let k be a subfield of C, and letWn represent one of the families Sn orBn. Suppose thatA∗ is an associative
FIW–algebra over k that is generated as an FIW–algebra by finitely many elements of positive graded-degree.
Then for each d and anyWn character polynomial P , the following limit exists:

lim
n→∞

〈Pn, Adn〉Wn
.

Lemma 2.15. (Bounding coinvariants). [CEF14, Definition 3.12]; [JRW17, Lemma 3.4] Let Ad be the
dth graded piece of a graded FIW–module over a subfield k of C. For a function g : Z≤0 → R, the following
are equivalent:

I. For each a ≥ 0 there is a function Fa(d) that independent of n and order O(g) such that

dimk

(
(Adn)Wn−a

)
≤ Fa(d) for all d and n.

II. For each Wn character polynomial P there is a function FP (d) that is independent of n and order
O(g) such that

|〈Pn, Adn〉Bn | ≤ FP (d) for all d and n.

3 Convergence and nonconvergence results

In recent work [JRW17] the authors prove that FIW–algebras finitely generated in FIW–degree zero
or one satisfy a certain convergence result; the precise statement is given in Theorem 3.1 below. We
use this theorem to investigate the structure of coinvariant algebras of type A and type B/C. Our
results can be interpreted as asymptotic convergence results for ’polynomial statistics’ on maximal
tori in the corresponding matrix groups over finite fields; see [CEF14, Theorem 5.6] and [JRW17,
Theorem 4.3].

Many naturally arising FIW–algebras, however, are finitely generated by elements in FIW -
degree two or higher, and so do not fall within the scope of Theorem 3.1. These include the main
examples of Sections 3 and 4, the cohomology algebras of the hyperplane complements associated
to braid arrangements in type A and B/C. Again we are faced with the question of whether these

10
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FIW–algebras are convergent in the sense of Theorem 3.1: in Section 4 we describe how this result
corresponds to convergence results for certain statistics on polynomials over finite fields.

An optimistic, if naive, conjecture is that all finitely generated FIW–algebras satisfy the form
of convergence of Theorem 3.1. Unfortunately, in Section 3.1, we show that this is not the case in
general. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, however, we develop combinatorial strategies for proving con-
vergence in our specific examples, the cohomology of the hyperplane complements. Proposition
3.6 gives a new proof of convergence in type A, and Theorem 3.8 establishes convergence in type
B/C.

3.1 Failure of convergence for induced FIW–algebras generated in degree 2

In earlier work [JRW17, Theorem 3.5] the authors prove a convergence result for free (graded)-
commutative FIW–algebras on generators in FIW–degrees zero or one.

Theorem 3.1. (Criteria for convergent FIW–algebras). [JRW17, Theorem 3.5]. LetWn be one of the
families Sn or Bn, and let k be a subfield of C. For nonnegative integers b, c, define a graded FIW–module
over k

V ∼= MW(0)⊕b ⊕MW(1)⊕c

with positive gradings. Let Γ∗ be the commutative, exterior, or graded-commutative algebra generated by
V . Let {Adn} be any sequence of gradedWn-representations such thatAdn is a subrepresentation of Γdn. Then
for anyWn character polynomial P and integer q > 1, the following sequence converges absolutely:

∞∑
d=0

limn→∞〈Pn, Adn〉Wn

qd
.

In this next proposition we show that if we replace V by

M( ) = M(2)⊗k[S2] k or MBC( ,∅) = MBC(2)⊗k[B2] k,

which are in some sense the next ’smallest’ projective FIW–modules, then the convergence result
no longer holds.

Proposition 3.2. (Nonconvergence for symmetric FIW–algebras on M( ) or MBC( ,∅)).
Let k be a subfield of C, and q > 1 an integer. Let V be the induced FIW–module on the trivial W2–
representation k, concretely, this is M( ) in type A or MBC( ,∅) in type B/C. Assume V is graded
by some positive grading. Let A∗ be an FIW–algebra containing the symmetric algebra on V . Then there
exist character polynomials P for which the following series does not converge:

∑
d=0

limn→∞〈Pn, Adn〉Wn

qd
.

Recall that, for an FIW–module V , the symmetric algebra on V is the FIW–algebra defined by

(SymdV )n = Symd(Vn).

11
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Proof of Proposition 3.2. Suppose that V is concentrated in graded–degree ` ≥ 1. It is enough to
consider the character polynomial P = 1 and the case that A∗ is equal to the symmetric FIW–
algebra freely generated by V . The inner product 〈1, Adn〉Wn

is the dimension of theWn–invariant
subspace of Adn; this value is nonnegative and could only grow if A∗ were larger.

The graded FIW–module V is generated by a single generator x1,2 in FIW–degree 2 and graded-
degree `. Then A∗ is finitely generated by x1,2 as an FIW–algebra, and Lemma 2.14 guarantees that
the limit limn→∞〈P,Adn〉Wn exists.

We first consider the FI–algebra in type A. The FI–module M( ) has bases

M( )n ∼= 〈 xi,j | i 6= j, i, j ∈ [n], xi,j = xj,i 〉.

Then Ad`n is spanned by monomials in d commuting variables xi,j , and we may index these mono-
mials by graphs on vertices labelled by 1, . . . , n and an edge (i, j) for each variable xi,j that occurs.
The Sn–orbits of these monomials are indexed by unlabelled graphs on d edges.

For n sufficiently large, say n > 2d, the number of these unlabelled graphs is independent of n;
we can simply consider those graphs with d edges and without isolated vertices. We will, in fact,
only need to consider monomials without repeated variables, so the corresponding graphs have
no multi-edges.

LetGd denote the number of graphs on d edges without loops, multi-edges, or isolated vertices.
Lupanov [Lup59] showed that

Gd &

[
2

e

d

ln2 d

(
2 ln(ln d)

ln d
+ 1

)]d
.

In particular
d
√
Gd ∼

2

e

d

ln2 d
.

It follows that the series
∑
d≥0

Gd
q`d

does not converge for any ` ≥ 1 or q > 1. For n > 2d,

〈1, A`dn 〉Sn = dimk((A`dn )Sn) > Gd

and we conclude that the series
∞∑
d=0

limn→∞〈Pn, Adn〉Sn
qd

=

∞∑
d=0

limn→∞〈Pn, A`dn 〉Sn
q`d

does not converge for the constant class function P = 1.
The result in type B/C follows the same argument; again

MBC( ,∅)n ∼= 〈xi,j | i 6= j, i, j ∈ [n], xi,j = xj,i〉

with the action of Bn on the generators factoring through the quotient Bn � Sn. Thus the Bn–
invariants are isomorphic to the Sn–invariants above, and the same graph-theoretic bounds imply
that the series ∑

d=0

limn→∞〈Pn, Adn〉Bn
qd

will not converge in the case that P = 1.

12
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Remark 3.3. (Nonconvergence for exterior FIW–algebras on M( ) or MBC( ,∅)). We ex-
pect that the nonconvergence result of Proposition 3.2 would also hold for the free exterior FIW–
algebras on M( ) or MBC( ,∅). Heuristically, this is because there is an asymptotic sense in
which graphs generically have trivial automorphism groups – and graphs with trivial automor-
phism groups will correspond to orbits of anticommutative monomials that are nonzero in the
Wn–quotient.

We can leverage the results of Proposition 3.2 to prove that convergence fails for any commu-
tative FIW–algebra generated by an induced FIW–module on aW2–representation.

Theorem 3.4. (Nonconvergence for symmetric FIW–algebras generated in FIW–degree 2). Let k
be a subfield of C, and q > 1 an integer. Let V be a graded FIW–module over k supported in positive grades
containing an induced FIW–module on a representation ofW2. Let A∗ be an FIW–algebra containing the
free symmetric algebra on V . Then there exist character polynomials P for which the following series does
not converge: ∑

d=0

limn→∞〈Pn, Adn〉Wn

qd
.

Proof. In light of Proposition 3.2, it suffices to consider the cases that V is equal to M
( )

if it is
type A, or equal to one of

MBC

(
,∅
)
, MBC( , ), MBC(∅, ), or MBC

(
∅,

)
if it is type B/C.

If V is any of the FIW–modules M
( )

, MBC

(
,∅
)
, MBC(∅, ), or MBC

(
∅,

)
, then Vn

is spanned by elements of the form xi,j with i 6= j, i, j ∈ [n], and xi,j = ±xj,i, whereWn acts by
permuting the indices and negating the variables. Specifically,

M
( )

= 〈xi,j | xi,j = −xj,i〉
MBC

(
,∅
)

= 〈xi,j | xi,j = −xj,i〉, (i i) · xi,j = xi,j

MBC(∅, ) = 〈xi,j | xi,j = xj,i〉, (i i) · xi,j = −xi,j
MBC

(
∅,

)
= 〈xi,j | xi,j = −xj,i〉, (i i) · xi,j = −xi,j

The squares (xi,j)
2 ∈ A∗ span a copy ofM( ) in typeA orMBC( ,∅) in type B/C. Since these

squares are algebraically independent, A∗ contains the polynomial algebra they generate, and the
result follows from Proposition 3.2.

It remains to address the FIBC–module MBC( , ). In FIBC–degree n this module is spanned
by variables

{xi ⊗ yj | i 6= j, i, j ∈ [n]}, (i i) · xi ⊗ yj = −xi ⊗ yj , (j j) · xi ⊗ yj = xi ⊗ yj

and an action of Sn ⊆ Bn by permuting the indices. But then the elements
(

(xi⊗yj)2 + (xj⊗yi)2
)

are algebraically independent and span a copy of MBC( ,∅) ⊆ A∗, so again convergence must
fail by Proposition 3.2.

Theorem 3.4 suggests the following problem.
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Problem 3.5. (Convergence criteria for FIW–algebra with generators in FIW–degree≤ 2). Let A∗

be a finitely generated FIW–algebra with generators in FIW–degree ≤ 2. Given a presentation for
A∗ as an FIW–algebra, find combinatorial criteria on the relations that guarantee convergence in
the sense of Theorem 3.1.

3.2 The braid arrangement: an example of a convergent algebra

Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14, Proposition 4.2] showed that convergence in the sense of Theorem
3.1 does hold for the anticommutative FI–algebra generated by M( ) and subject to the “Arnold
relations”. Our Theorem 3.4 shows that finite generation as an FI–algebra in FI–degree 2 is not
enough in general to ensure this form of convergence, and that this result should be viewed as a
feature of the relations that define this FI–algebra.

Let k be a subfield of C. Consider the Arnold algebra over k

A∗n :=

∧∗
[αi,j | i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j, αi,j = αj,i]

(αi,jαj,k + αj,kαk,i + αk,iαi,j)

which Arnold [Arn69] proved to be isomorphic to the cohomology ring of the pure braid group.
This algebra is, equivalently, the cohomology H∗(MAn−1(C);k) of the complex hyperplane com-
plement associated to the symmetric group’s reflecting hyperplanes. This hyperplane arrange-
ment is sometimes called the braid arrangement. Church–Ellenberg–Farb show that A∗ has the
structure of an FI-algebra finitely generated by A1 = M( ) [CEF15, Example 5.1.3].

Proposition 3.6 below gives a simplified proof of a result of Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14,
Proposition 4.2]. These authors established the result using an explicit decomposition of each
graded piece Adn as an Sn–representation, a decomposition proven in significant work of Lehrer–
Solomon [LS86, Theorem 4.5]. Our proof will serve as a warm-up to proving Theorem 3.8, the
analogous result in Type B/C.

Proposition 3.6. (Convergence for the braid arrangement, [CEF14, Proposition 4.2]). Let Adn
denote the dth-graded piece of the Arnold’s algebra. For q ≥ 3 and any character polynomial P , the sum∑

d=0

limn→∞〈Pn,Adn〉Sn
qd

converges absolutely.

Our approach to the proofs of Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 3.8 is driven by our interest in
Problem 3.5, and suggests the following partial solution: we can establish convergence in these
cases because we can reduce the spanning sets for the graded pieces from a set of general labelled
graphs to a set of decorated labelled trees. Our proof will use the following lemma on forest
enumeration.

Lemma 3.7. (Forest enumeration). Let F(d) denote the number of unlabelled unrooted forests on d
edges. Let F∗(d) denote the number of unlabelled forests of rooted trees with the property that roots occur
only at leaves. Then F∗(d) and F(d) are order o(2.96d).

Proof. Otter [Ott48] proved that the number of unlabelled trees t(d) on d vertices and (d−1) edges
is asymptotically

t(d) ∼ Cbdd− 5
2 with C .

= 0.534949606 . . . and b .= 2.955765285651994974714818 . . .
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The numerical values for the constants are given by Finch [Fin03]; see Flajolet–Sedgewick [FS09,
VII.5 Equation (58) (p481), or Proposition VII.5 (p475) and Subsection VII.21 (p477)].

The number of rooted unlabelled trees r(d) on d vertices and (d− 1) edges is asymptotically

r(d) ∼ Dbdd− 3
2 with D .

= 0.43992 and b .= 2.95576528565 . . . as above

See Flajolet–Sedgewick [FS09, Figure I.13 (p65)].
Suppose we have an unlabelled forest on d edges such that each tree has a distinguished leaf.

We can identify the distinguished leaves to a single vertex to create a rooted tree. This operation is
invertible; given a rooted tree we can recover the forest of rooted trees by totally disconnecting all
edges incident on the root. Hence F∗(d) = r(d+ 1) is asymptotically given by

r(d+ 1) ∼ Dbd+1(d+ 1)−
3
2 < (b)bd < 3bd.

This proves the bound on F∗(d). Since there are more forests of rooted than unrooted trees, this
also gives an asymptotic upper bound on F(d).

Proof of Proposition 3.6. By Lemma 2.14, the limit in the numerator limn→∞〈Pn,Adn〉Sn exists.
To prove that the sum ∑

d=0

limn→∞〈Pn,Adn〉Sn
qd

converges absolutely, by Lemma 2.15 it suffices to show that for each a ≥ 0 there is a function
Fa(d) that is independent of n and has order o(2.99d) so that

dimk

(
(Adn)Sn−a

)
≤ Fa(d) for all n and d.

Arnold [Arn69, Corollary 3] proves that an additive basis for Adn is given by the monomials

αi1,ji ∧ αi2,j2 ∧ · · · ∧ αid,jd such that ik < jk, and j1 < j2 < · · · < jd. (2)

Other monomials are not necessarily zero, they are merely in the span of those given in Formula
(2). Encode each monomial by a graph with vertices labelled by numerals 1, . . . , n and with an
edge (i, j) for each factor αi,j . Since the generators αi,j anticommute, the graph has no multiple
edges. The condition on the basis elements (2) that the indices increasing imply that their cor-
responding graphs have no cycles – that is, each basis element corresponds to a forest. We can
therefore take the set of all forests with d edges and vertices labelled by [n] as a (redundant) gen-
erating set for Adn. Recall from Lemma 3.7 that the number of forests F(d) with d edges is (quite
fortuitously) asymptotically bounded by 3(2.96)d.

Consider a forest on d edges with vertices labelled by [n], and an Sn-action by permuting the
labels. Its Sn−a-orbit, if nonzero, is encoded by a forest with some vertices assigned distinct labels
in [a] = {1, 2, . . . , a} and other vertices unlabelled. We will disregard other additive relations
between the monomials of Adn corresponding to these forests, and counting these forests’ Sn−a-
orbits will overcount the dimension of (Adn)Sn−a . The forest has d edges and therefore has at most
2d vertices. There are 2a subsets of [a] and at most (2d)!

(2d−a)! ways to label vertices of the forest by
a given subset. Hence the number of orbits of basis elements – the dimension of (Adn)Sn−a – is
asymptotically bounded above by

(2a)

(
(2d)!

(2d− a)!

)
(3)(2.96)d.
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This gives the desired convergence result.

The Arnold algebra is of particular interest since, using the Grothendieck–Lefschetz formula,
Proposition 3.6 implies a convergence result for certain statistics on squarefree polynomials in
Fq[T ]; see Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14, Theorem 1].

3.3 The algebra of type B/C braid arrangement is convergent

In this section we consider the analogue of the Arnold algebra in type B/C, and prove the cor-
responding convergence result in Theorem 3.8. In Section 4 we will use this theorem to prove
Theorem 4.10, a formula that relates these topological stability results to the asymptotics of certain
statistics on squarefree polynomials in Fq[T ].

Let k be a subfield of C. Let B∗n denote the the cohomology algebra of the hyperplane complement
of type B/C

MBCn(C) : =
{

(z1, z2, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn | zi 6= ±zj for i 6= j; zi 6= 0 for all i
}
,

the complex hyperplane complement associated to the hyperoctahedral group’s reflecting hyper-
planes. This hyperplane arrangement is also called the braid arrangement of type B/C. As noted
in [Wil15, Theorem 5.8], B∗ has the structure of finitely generated FIBC-algebra over k and it is
generated by the FIBC-module

B1 = MBC( ,∅)⊕MBC( ,∅)⊕MBC(∅, ).

Theorem 3.4 suggests that finite generation by B1 alone should not be enough to ensure the
desired convergence properties. Nevertheless, as in type A we will use the algebra’s relations to
prove Theorem 3.8.

Theorem 3.8. (Convergence for the hyperplane arrangement of type B/C) Let Bdn denote the degree–
d graded piece of the cohomology algebra of the hyperplane complementMBCn(C) of type B/C. For q ≥ 3
and any hyperoctahedral character polynomial P , the sum∑

d=0

limn→∞〈Pn,Bdn〉Bn
qd

converges absolutely.

Before proving Theorem 3.8, we collect some preliminary results. The structure of the coho-
mology ring of the complementM of a finite arrangement of complex hyperplanes containing the
origin was studied by Brieskorn [Bri73] and Orlik–Solomon [OS80].

Theorem 3.9. ([OS80, Theorem 5.2]; see also [LS86, Theorem 2.3 & Equation (2.2)]) LetM be the com-
plement of a finite complex hyperplane arrangement A. Define a set of hyperplanes H1, . . . ,Hp to be de-
pendent if

codim(H1 ∩ · · · ∩Hp) < p.

Then the cohomology ringH∗(M;C) is isomorphic as a graded algebra to the quotient of the exterior algebra

H∗(M;C) ∼=
∧
〈eH | H ∈ A〉

〈
∑p
`=1(−1)` eH1

· · · êH` · · · eHp | H1, . . . ,Hp dependent 〉
.

In particular, any product of dependent hyperplanes eH1
eH2
· · · eHp vanishes in the quotient.
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The algebra B∗n
By Theorem 3.9, the cohomology ring B∗n has algebra generators in bijection with the reflecting
hyperplanes of the hyperoctahedral groupBn. Let αi,j , βi,j , and γi denote the degree–1 generators
corresponding to the hyperplanes 〈zi − zj〉⊥, 〈zi + zj〉⊥, and 〈zi〉⊥, respectively, for all i 6= j,
i, j ∈ [n]. Observe that αi,j = αj,i and βi,j = βj,i.

A collection of hyperplanes is dependent precisely when their normal vectors form a linearly
dependent set. Observe that the following sets of hyperplanes are dependent in the sense of The-
orem 3.9 :

{αi,j , αj,k, αk,i}, {αi,j , βj,k, βk,i}, for distinct i, j, k ∈ [n]

{αi,j , βi,j , γi}, {αi,j , γj , γi}, {βi,j , γj , γi} for distinct i, j ∈ [n].

Notably, the sets {βi,j , βj,k, βk,i} and {αi,j , αj,k, βk,i} are not dependent. The sets of dependent
hyperplanes give the relations

αi,jαj,k + αj,kαk,i + αk,iαi,j , αi,jβj,k + βj,kβk,i + βk,iαi,j , (3)

βi,jγi + γiαi,j + αi,jβi,j αi,jγj + γiαi,j + γjγi βi,jγj + γiβi,j + γjγi. (4)

Lemma 3.10. (Generators for B∗n). Any word in the elements αi,j and βk,` is in the span of the words of
the form

θi1,j1θi2,j2θi3,j3 · · · θit,jtγit+1
· · · γir , θik,jk ∈ {αik,jk , βik,jk}, jk < jk+1 and ik < jk.

Proof. To see this, take any word in αi,j and βk,`. Since αi,j = αj,i and βk,` = βk,`, we may assume
the indices are increasing – and (up to sign) we may arrange the factors in the word so that second
indices are nondecreasing. The goal is to express the word as a linear combination of words with
second indices strictly increasing. To accomplish this, we may use the relations in Equation (3)
inductively replace each factor of the form θi,kθj,k (with i < j < k) by the appropriate expression

αi,kαj,k = αi,jαj,k − αi,jαi,k αi,kβj,k = βi,jβj,k − βi,jαi,k
βi,kαj,k = βi,jαj,k − βi,jβi,k βi,kβj,k = αi,jβj,k − αi,jβi,k.

and using the relations in Equation (4) to replace any factor of the form αi,jβi,j by

αi,jβi,j = αi,jγi − βi,jγi.

Lemma 3.11. (Spanning forests for Bdn). The degree–d graded piece Bdn has a linear spanning set in
bijection with decorated forests characterized by the following properties:

• trees may be rooted or unrooted

• if a tree is rooted then the root occurs at a leaf

• nodes are labelled by digits in [n]

• edges are coloured red or blue

• the number of edges plus the number of rooted trees sum to d.
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Proof. Consider a word in Bdn. By Lemma 3.10, we can assume that the subword on the generators
θik,jk ∈ {αik,jk , βik,jk} satisfies jk < jk+1 and ik < jk. Identify this word with a labelled graph
by assigning a red edge (i, j) for each factor αik,jk and a blue edge (k, `) for each factor βk,`. The
condition on the indices guarantees that these graph contains no cycles; this graph is a forest.

Mark a distinguished vertex i for each factor γi. We claim that there can be at most one distin-
guished vertex for each connected component of the graph. Suppose otherwise, then the tree must
contain a path as in Figure 1 corresponding to factors

γi1θi1,i2θi2,i3 · · · θit−1,itγit .

i1 i2 i3 it−1 it

Figure 1: A path corresponding to factors γi1θi1,i2θi2,i3 · · · θit−1,itγit . The self-loops represent the γi
factors.

There are t+1 corresponding hyperplanes, with normal vectors contained in the t-dimensional
vector subspace 〈zi1 , zi2 , . . . , zit〉. These normal vectors must be linearly dependent, and so by
Theorem 3.9 the word is equal to zero. It follows that each tree contains at most one distinguished
vertex, and we can consider these trees to be rooted.

It remains to show that we need only those forests where the roots occur at leaves. If we have
a factor γi corresponding to an internal vertex i, we can use the relations of Equation (4)

γiαi,j = αi,jγj + γiγj or γiβi,j = γjβi,j + γiγj

to write our forest as the sum of two forests. The forest associated to the word containing γiγj has
had the edge (i, j) deleted, and both the vertices i and j are roots of two new trees. In the second
forest, the root moved from vertex i across the edge (i, j) to vertex j. Iterating this operation, we
can ’move’ the root from an internal vertex to a leaf of our original forest, and then repeat on the
operation on the new set of forests created associated to the terms γiγj . Each such new forest has
one fewer edges than its predecessor, and so this procedure must terminate. This concludes the
proof.

Proof of Theorem 3.8. The graded pieces Bdn of the cohomology ring are finitely generated FIBC–
modules [Wil15, Theorem 5.8], and so the limit limn→∞〈Pn,Bdn〉Bn exists by Lemma 2.14. To prove
that the sum ∑

d=0

limn→∞〈Pn,Bdn〉Bn
qd

converges absolutely, by Lemma 2.15, it suffices to find a function Fa(d) for each a ≥ 0 such that

dimk

(
(Bdn)Bn−a

)
≤ Fa(d) for all n and d.

and such that Fa(d) is independent of n and has order o(2.99d). By Lemma 3.11, it suffices to show
that for each a, the number of Bn−a–orbits of forests described in the Lemma has order o(2.99d).

Consider the action of Bn on a forest described in Lemma 3.11. The action of the symmetric
group Sn ⊆ Bn permutes the labels 1, 2, . . . , n on the vertices. The action of the transposition (j j)
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on the vertex j will simultaneously turn all red edges incident to vertex j to blue, and all blue
edges to red. As in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we will disregard any additive relations between
the monomials associated to these forests.

Fix a. Vertices 1, 2, . . . , a are labelled, and under the action of Sn−a ⊆ Bn−a we may consider
the remaining vertices in the Bn−a quotient to be unlabelled. We claim that it is also possible to
consider all but at most a of the edges to be uncoloured. To see this, first choose a distinguished
leaf v∗ on each tree, and give each tree a directed graph structure by directing edges away from this
leaf. Let ve denote the terminal vertex of an edge e. At most a of the terminal vertices ve are labelled
by a letter in [a]. We will show that, under the Bn−a action, all colourings are possible for the set
of edges e with vertex ve labelled in [n] \ [a], and so we may consider these edges uncoloured in
the Bn−a quotient. To obtain a given colouring of the edges labelled in [n] \ [a], proceed as follows:
first, if the vertex at distance 1 from v∗ is labelled in [n] \ [a], act on it by identity or negation to
give the edge e the desired colour. Then act on all vertices at distance 2 from v∗ with labels in
[n] \ [a] to give the associated edges the desired colours. At step n, act on all vertices labelled in
[n] \ [a] at distance n from v∗. By construction, the action at step n will not affect any of the earlier
colourations, so this procedure will yield the desired colouring. Since all colourings are possible,
in the Bn−a quotient we may consider these edges to be uncoloured.

We can conclude that dimk(Bdn)Bn−a is strictly less than the number of forests of rooted trees
on at most d edges with some vertices given distinct labels from a subset of [a] and up to a edges
coloured red or blue. Each forest has at most 2d vertices, so there are 2a subsets of [a] and at most

(2d)!
(2d−a)! ways to apply these labels. There are

∑a
i=0

(
d
i

)
subsets of the d edges of size at most a; for

d large relative to a,
(
d
i

)
≤
(
d
a

)
so
∑a
i=0

(
d
i

)
≤
∑a
i=0

(
d
a

)
≤ (a+ 1)

(
d
a

)
. For each subset of edges, there

are at most 2a ways to colour these edges either red or blue.
Let F∗(d) denote the number of forests where each tree has a distinguished leaf. Putting this

together we have, for d large,

dimk(Bdn)Bn−a ≤
d∑
i=0

F∗(i)2a
(2d)!

(2d− a)!
(a+ 1)

(
d

a

)
2a

≤ dF∗(d)4a(a+ 1)
(2d)!

(2d− a)!

(
d

a

)
As a function of d, this is F∗(d) multiplied by a degree–(2a + 1) polynomial in d. By Lemma 3.7,
F∗(d) is bounded above by 3(2.96)d, and so asymptotically dimk(Bdn)Bn−a is bounded above by

4a(a+ 1)(d)
(2d)!

(2d− a)!

(
d

a

)
(3)(2.96)d,

as desired.

Remark 3.12. (The Church–Ellenberg–Farb approach to Theorem 3.8). Theorem 3.8 could also
be proved using the explicit decomposition of each graded piece Bdn as a Bn–representation due
to Douglass (see Theorem 4.13 below), and generalizing the argument of Church–Ellenberg–Farb
[CEF14, Proposition 4.2]. Our approach, however, is more elementary, and highlights the combi-
natorial features of the algebraic relations in the algebra B∗n that drive this convergence result.
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Remark 3.13. (Casto’s improved bounds). In more recent work, Casto [Cas17, Theorem 3.3]
showed that the dimension of the invariant subspaces dimk((Adn)Sn−a) and dimk((Bdn)Sn−a) are
in fact bounded above by a polynomial in d, independently of n. His methods apply to a more
general setting and are based on a spectral sequence argument.

4 Statistics on squarefree polynomials and hyperplane arrange-
ments of type B/C

In this section we use results of Grothendieck, Lehrer, and Kim to describe the relationship be-
tween (on the topological side) the complex cohomology of the hyperplane complementMBCn(C),
and (on the combinatorial side) statistics on the set Yn(Fq) of monic squarefree degree-n polyno-
mials in Fq[T ] with nonzero constant term.

We describe how these statistics capture the distribution of irreducible degree-r factors of poly-
nomials in Yn(Fq), and the nature of the square roots of their zeroes. By combining this formula
with Theorem 3.8, we obtain Theorem 4.10, our asymptotic result about statistics for Yn(Fq) and
their relationship to the cohomology algebrasMBCn(C). Theorem 4.10 is the type B/C analogue
of Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14, Theorem 1].

4.1 Hyperplane arrangements of type B/C

Consider the canonical action of the hyperoctahedral group Bn on Cn by signed permutation ma-
trices. Let An(C) denote the set of complex codimension one hyperplanes in Cn fixed by a (com-
plexified) reflection of Bn. These hyperplanes are defined by the equations

zi − zj = 0 for all i 6= j, zi + zj = 0 for all i 6= j , zi = 0 for all i (5)

with i, j ∈ [n]. The hyperplane complement of type B/C is the complex manifold given by

MBCn(C) = Cn \
⋃

H∈An(C)

H =
{

(z1, z2, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn : zi 6= ±zj for i 6= j; zi 6= 0 for all i
}
.

Since the linear forms that appearing in (5) are defined over Z, the complementMBCn(C) can
be thought as the set of complex points of a schemeMn over Z. More precisely,

Mn = AnZ \
⋃

H∈An

H,

whereAn denotes the set of hyperplanes in affine n-space AnZ defined by the linear equations in (5).
Furthermore, the setAn of hyperplanes is stable under theBn–action on AnZ by signed permutation
matrices and soMn has an action of Bn. The quotient scheme Yn :=Mn/Bn is also defined over
Z.

In what follows we let p > 2 be a fixed prime and let q = pr for some r ≥ 1. Since the schemes
Mn and Yn are defined over Z, they may be reduced to schemes over the finite field Fq . The set
Mn(Fq) of Fq–points of Mn parametrizes n–tuples of nonzero points in A1

Fq distinct from each
other and from their negatives. In this chapter we are interested on statistics on the set Yn(Fq) of
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Fq–points of Yn. The set Yn(Fq) may be viewed as a set of polynomials in Fq[T ], as we will now
see.

Consider the map ψ : AnZ −→ AnZ which sends an n–tuple (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ AnZ to the coefficients
of the degree–n polynomial g(T ) = (T − x2

1)(T − x2
2) · · · (T − x2

n). Observe that the space of
monic degree–n polynomials is again AnZ parametrized by the coefficients (a0, . . . , an−1) of the
polynomials. For each monic polynomial

g(T ) = a0 + a1T + . . .+ an−1T
n−1 + Tn

in the image of ψ, the coefficient an−i is given by a polynomial fi(x1, x2, . . . , xn) defined by evalu-
ating the ith elementary symmetric function ei at the roots x2

1, x
2
2, . . . , x

2
n of f(T ),

fi(x1, x2, . . . , xn) := ei(x
2
1, x

2
2, . . . , x

2
n).

Specifically,

an−1 =
∑

1≤i≤n

x2
i , an−2 =

∑
1≤i<j≤n

x2
ix

2
j , . . . , a0 = x2

1 · · ·x2
n.

Furthermore, there is a natural action of Bn on the affine scheme AnZ by signed permutation ma-
trices. The map ψ is constant on Bn–orbits and it factors through the quotient scheme (AnZ/Bn). It
follows from the fundamental theorem of symmetric polynomials that the Bn–invariant functions
on AnZ are

Z[x1, x2, . . . , xn]Bn ∼=
(
Z[x1, x2, . . . , xn](Z/2Z)n

)Bn/(Z/2Z)n

∼= Z[x2
1, x

2
2, . . . , x

2
n]Sn

∼= Z[f1, f2, . . . , fn]

and the map ψ therefore induces an isomorphism of schemes

(AnZ/Bn)
∼=−→ AnZ.

The restriction of ψ toMn gives us the unramified Bn–cover

Mn → Yn =Mn/Bn.

Since F̄p is algebraically closed, the F̄p–pointsYn(F̄p) corresponds to the set ofBn–orbits ofMn(F̄p).
A point in Yn(Fq) corresponds to a set

{±x1, . . . ,±xn} ⊂ F̄p with xi 6= 0 for all i, invariant under Gal(F̄p/Fq).

Given the map ψ and the isomorphism (AnZ/Bn)→ AnZ , we interpret the F–points of Yn as

Yn(F) := {f ∈ F[T ] : f is degree-n squarefree with f(0) 6= 0
}
,

where F is the field Fq or F̄p. Recall that a monic degree-n polynomial f = a0 + a1T + . . . + Tn is
squarefree when the discriminant ∆(a0, . . . , an−1) 6= 0. Hence Yn = (MBCn/Bn) corresponds to
the open set

AnZ −
{

∆(a0, . . . , an−1) = 0, a0 = 0
}
.
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4.2 Point-counting with topology

Let us consider the set Yn(F̄q) of F̄q–points of Yn. The geometric Frobenius morphism

Frq : Yn(F̄p) −→ Yn(F̄p)

acts on the coordinates in an affine chart by x 7−→ xq . The map Frq fixes precisely those points
with coordinates in Fq , that is,

Yn(Fq) = Fix
(
Frq : Yn(F̄p)→ Yn(F̄p)

)
.

For each f ∈ Yn(Fq), the Frobenius morphism Frq fixes the polynomial f and acts on the set

SQ(f) := {x ∈ F̄q : f(x2) = 0} = {±x1,±x2, . . . ,±xn}

of square roots of the zeroes of f . If we were to order the set of roots, then the action of Frobenius
would define a signed permutation σf ∈ Bn. On the unordered roots the signed permutation σf
is well-defined up to conjugation. Thus given a class function χ on Bn, we can define

χ(f) := χ(σf ).

With this notation we may state the following point-counting formula for the set Yn(Fq):

Theorem 4.1. (The Bn–representations Hd(MBCn(C);C) encode point-counts on Yn(Fq)). Let q
be a positive integral power of a prime number p > 2 and let χ be a class function on Bn. Then for each
n ≥ 1 we have ∑

f∈Yn(Fq)

χ(f) =

n∑
d=0

(−1)dqn−d
〈
χ,Hd(MBCn(C);C

)〉
Bn
. (6)

Formula (6) relates statistics on the set of polynomials Yn(Fq) with the topology of the hy-
perplane complementMBCn(C). This result is the type B/C analogue to Church–Ellenberg–Farb
[CEF14, Theorem 1]. Theorem 4.1 follows from Grothendieck’s celebrated trace formula, combined
with results of Lehrer [Leh92] and Kim [Kim94]. Theorem 4.1 was independently proven by Matei
[Mat17, Theorem 4].

Grothendieck-Lefschetz formula with twisted coefficients

The key tool to obtain the point-counting formula (6) for Yn(Fq) is the Grothendieck-Lefschetz fixed-
point formula. Also called the Grothendieck’s trace formula, this result is an analogue of the Lefschetz
fixed-point theorem for the `–adic cohomology theory that was developed by Grothendieck and
others to resolve the Weil conjectures.

These influential results show the deep connection between the topology of schemes defined
over the complex numbers and the arithmetic of schemes defined over finite fields.

Here we use a version of the Grothendieck’s trace formula with twisted coefficients. When ap-
plied to the schemes Yn the formula yields the following:

∑
f∈Yn(Fq)

tr(Frq : Vf ) =
∑
d≥0

(−1)dtr
(
Frq : H2n−d

c (Yn/F̄p ;V)
)
. (7)
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The system of coefficients V is an `-adic sheaf over Yn, where ` is prime to q. The left hand side
of the formula adds the local contributions of the trace of Frobenius Frq on each stalk Vf of V at
f ∈ Yn(Fq). On the right hand side of the formula we have the trace of Frobenius onH∗c (Yn/F̄p ;V

)
,

the compactly-supported `-adic cohomology of Yn/F̄p = (Yn)p ×Fp F̄p.
We refer the reader to Deligne’s Rapport sur la formule des traces [Del77, Théorème 3.2] for the

general statement and proof of Formula (7). For an introduction to `-adic cohomology and its rela-
tion with the Weil conjectures see Carter [Car93, Chapter 7.1, Appx] and Hartshorne [Har77, Appx
C]. A more detailed exposition can be found in Milne [Mil80]. Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14,
Section 2] and Gadish [Gad17] describe a version of the trace formula suited to applications in
representation stability.

A comparison theorem and the action of Frobenius

In order to derive Theorem 4.1 from the trace formula (7) we use a comparison theorem that relates
the `-adic cohomology groups of Mn/F̄p = (Mn)p ×Fp F̄p and the classical cohomology groups
of the complex manifold MBCn(C). Lehrer [Leh92] uses the intersection lattice of a hyperplane
arrangement to provide such a comparison result between the singular and `-adic theories.

The intersection lattice L(An) of a typeBn/Cn Coxeter arrangement is known to be isomorphic
to the signed partition lattice ΠB

n . The elements of ΠB
n are partitions of the set [n] := {0, 1, . . . , n}

which satisfy the conditions:

(i) any element but the smallest one in each nonzero block can be barred (signed), and

(ii) the block containing 0 is called the zero block and it has no barred elements.

A signed partition π ∈ ΠB
n encodes an intersection of planes in An as follows. Take the subspace

`π in An given by (x1, . . . , xn) defined by the equations

• xi = xj when i and j are in the same block of π and both are barred or both are unbarred

• xi = −xj if i and j are in the same block of π and one is barred and the other unbarred

• xi = 0 whenever i is in the zero block of π.

For example, the signed partition of the set [7]

π = 0 1 4 | 2 5̄ 7 | 3 6̄

corresponds to the linear subspace of A7{
(x1, x2, . . . , x7) | x2 = −x5 = x7; x3 = −x6; x1 = x4 = 0

}
.

Conversely, an intersection of hyperplanes in An determines a signed partition. We order the
signed partitions ΠB

n by reverse inclusion of the corresponding linear subspaces, and the resul-
tant poset is a lattice; see for example Bjorner–Wachs [BW06] for details on this lattice and the
isomorphism of lattices ΠB

n
∼= L(An).

Let L(An)p denote the intersection lattice of hyperplanes reduced modulo p. From the above
description, it is clear that for any prime p > 2 the intersection lattices L(An)p is always iso-
morphic to the intersection lattice L(An) over C. Lehrer’s results therefore provide the following
equivariant comparison theorem.
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Theorem 4.2. (Lehrer’s comparison theorem) [Leh92, Theorems 1.1 and 1.5]. For any prime p > 2
and for each signed permutation w ∈ Bn

tr
(
w,Hd(MBCn(C);C)

)
= tr

(
w,H2n−d

c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`)
)
.

In particular,
dimC

(
Hd(MBCn(C);C)

)
= dimQ̄`

(
H2n−d
c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`)

)
,

where ` is a prime different from p.

Furthermore, Lehrer also determines the action of the geometric Frobenius Frq on the `-adic co-
homology groups ofMn/F̄p .

Theorem 4.3. (The action of Frobenius on H∗c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`)). (Lehrer [Leh92, Propostion 2.4]; see
also Kim [Kim94, Theorem 1’]). Let p > 2 be a prime, and q = pr for some r ≥ 1. Let Frq be the geometric
Frobenius morphism x 7→ xq . Then

i) H2n−d
c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`) = 0 unless d = 0, 1 . . . , n.

ii) All the eigenvalues of Frq on H2n−d
c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`) are equal to qn−d.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We use Theorems 4.3 and 4.2 above to rewrite the Grothendieck’s trace for-
mula with twisted coefficients (7) in the form stated in (6). By the linearity of both sides of the
equation, it suffices to consider the case when χ is the character of an irreducibleBn–representation
V over Q`. The Bn–cover Mn → Yn gives a natural correspondence between the set of finite-
dimensional representations V of Bn (up to conjugacy) and the set of finite-dimensional local sys-
tems V on Yn (up to isomorphism) that become trivial when pulled back toMn.

Every irreducible Bn–representation in charateristic zero can be defined over Z. This is true of
the irreducible Sn–representations, and so it follows forBn from the construction of the irreducible
representations – a procedure that (up to signs) involves pulling back and inducing up from irre-
ducible representations of Sn; see Geck–Pfeiffer [GP00]. Hence the local system V corresponding
to V defines an `-adic sheaf as required for Formula (7); see for example Gadish [Gad17, Example
2.3 & Remark 2.5] for details. Furthermore, each stalk Vf is isomorphic to the representation V ,
and the Frobenius morphism Frq acts on Vf as the signed permutation σf ∈ Bn. Then

tr(Frq : Vf ) = χ(σf ) := χ(f)

and the left hand sides of Formulas (7) and (6) agree.
To verify the right hand side of the Formula (6) let V̄ be the pullback of V toMn. By a transfer

argument
Hd
c (Yn/F̄p ;V) ∼= Hd

c (Mn/F̄p ; V̄)Bn

and since V̄ is trivial overMn, we obtain

Hd
c (Mn/F̄p ; V̄)Bn ∼=

(
Hd
c (Mn/F̄p ;Q`)⊗ V

)Bn
.

We extend scalars to Q̄`. Theorem 4.3 implies that Frq acts on H2n−d
c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`) by multiplication

by qn−d. Since the Frq-action commutes with the Bn-action we have

tr
(
Frq : H2n−d

c (Yn/F̄p ;V)
)

= qn−ddimQ̄`
(
Hd
c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`)⊗ V

)Bn
.
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Any representation V of Bn in characteristic zero is self-dual; this follows (for example) from
Geck–Pfeiffer [GP00, Corollary 3.2.14]. Hence

dimQ̄`
(
Hd
c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`)⊗ V

)Bn
=
〈
χ,H2n−d

c (Mn/F̄p ; Q̄`)
〉
Bn

=
〈
χ,Hd(MBCn(C);C)

〉
Bn
,

where the last equality follows from the comparison theorem, Theorem 4.2. We have recovered
the right-hand side of Formula (6), and completed the proof.

Remark 4.4. Theorem 4.1 assumes that the prime p satisfies p > 2 since our proof relies on Lehrer’s
comparison theorem. Theorem 4.2 requires that the intersection lattices L(An)p and L(An) be iso-
morphic. For a discussion on how the intersection lattices may differ for different characteristics
see Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14, Examples 3.14 and 3.15]. Other methods may be used to ad-
dress the case p = 2; see for example [Ful16].

Interpreting the values of character polynomials

Consider a squarefree polynomial f with nonzero constant term, and a hyperoctahedral character
polynomial P . In this subsection we will see how to interpret the value P (f) concretely in terms
of the data of the irreducible factors of f and the square roots of their zeroes. To do this we will
use the following terminology.

Definition 4.5. (QR and NQR field elements). Recall that an element θ ∈ Fq is called a quadratic
residue over Fq if there exists some x ∈ Fq such that x2 = θ, otherwise we refer to θ as a quadratic
nonresidue over Fq . More generally, if θ ∈ F̄q , let

deg(θ) := min{r : θ ∈ Fqr}

and let
√
θ be one of the solutions of x2− θ. A nonzero θ ∈ F̄q will be called a quadratic residue (QR)

if deg(θ) = deg(
√
θ) and a quadratic nonresidue (NQR) otherwise.

Given an irreducible polynomial g ∈ Yn(Fq), either all the roots of g are QR, or they all are
NQR, which allows for the following classification.

Definition 4.6. (QR and NQR irreducible polynomials). An irreducible polynomial g(x) is called
QR if all of its roots are QR, and NQR otherwise.

This fact about roots of irreducible polynomials can be proven directly using Galois theory, but
is also inherent in the classification of Bn signed cycle types as products of positive and negative
cycles (Definition 2.8), as we will see below.

For each f ∈ Yn(Fq), recall that the signed permutation σf induced by Frq acts on the set

SQ(f) := {x ∈ F̄q : f(x2) = 0} = {±x1,±x2, . . . ,±xn}

of square roots of the zeroes of f . The image of σf under the projection Bn → Sn encodes the
action of σf on the zeroes {x2

1, x
2
2, . . . , x

2
n} of f .

For each positive or negative r–cycle of σf , we can consider its corresponding orbit(s)

{±xi1 ,±xi2 , . . . ,±xir} ∈ SQ(f).

Recall that, by definition, an r–cycle inBn projects to an r–cycle in Sn, so the zeroes {x2
i1
, x2
i2
, . . . , x2

ir
}

form a single orbit under the Frq–action.
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• Since the morphism (Frq)r = Frqr fixes the set {x2
i1
, x2
i2
, . . . , x2

ir
} pointwise, then the zeroes

x2
i1
, x2
i2
, . . . , x2

ir
of f are in Fqr . No smaller power of Frq fixes any of these squares, so they

do not lie in any smaller field. This set of roots then corresponds to an irreducible degree–r
factor of f . The total number of r–cycles in σf is

Xr(f) + Yr(f) = # degree–r irreducible factors of f.

• If {±xi1 ,±xi2 , . . . ,±xir} corresponds to a positive r–cycle of σf , then (Frq)r = Frqr fixes each
xi. This means that the square roots xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xir of the zeroes of f are in Fqr . Therefore,

Xr(f) = # degree–r QR irreducible factors of f.

• If {±xi1 ,±xi2 , . . . ,±xir} corresponds to a negative r–cycle of σf , then (Frq)r = Frqr is a
product of r transpositions that interchange the two square roots ±xi of each square x2

i in
the orbit. Hence the square roots xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xir of the zeroes of f are in Fq2r , but not in Fqr ,
and

Yr(f) = # degree–r NQR irreducible factors of f.

We summarize these observations in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.7. (Interpreting character polynomials). Let q be an odd prime power. Let f ∈ Fq[T ]
be a squarefree polynomial with nonzero constant term. Let X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . . be the Bn class functions of
Definition 2.9. Then in the notation of Section 4.2,

Xr(f) + Yr(f) = # degree–r irreducible factors of f,

Xr(f) = # degree–r QR irreducible factors of f,

Yr(f) = # degree–r NQR irreducible factors of f.

Example 4.8. (Detecting QR and NQR linear factors). Consider the polynomial

f(T ) = T 2 − 1 in Yn(F7)

with roots x1 = 1 and x2 = −1. Let ε ∈ F̄7 be a square root of −1. Then the Frobenius morphism
Fr7 acts on the set SQ(f) = {±1,±ε} by

1 7−→ 17 = 1; ε 7−→ ε7 = −ε;
−1 7−→ (−1)7 = −1; −ε 7−→ (−ε)7 = ε,

and the signed permutation σf is (1)(1)(2 2) ∈ B2. The cycle type of σf contains a positive 1-
cycle (1)(1) which corresponds to the QR linear factor (T − 1) and a negative 1-cycle (2 2) which
corresponds to the NQR linear factor (T + 1), since −1 is not a square in F7.

Definition 4.9. (Polynomial statistics on
⋃
n≥0 Yn(Fq)). We refer to the functions on

⋃
n≥0 Yn(Fq)

defined by hyperoctahedral character polynomials P ∈ Q[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .] as polynomial statistics
on
⋃
n≥0 Yn(Fq).
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4.3 An asymptotic formula

We now have all the necessary ingredients to prove our asymptotic result for polynomial statistics
on squarefree polynomials over Fq with nonzero constant term, showing how their limiting values
encode – and are encoded by – the stable structure of the cohomology algebras of the complex
hyperplane complementsMBCn(C).

Theorem 4.10. (Representation stability for Hd(MBCn(C);C) and convergence for polynomial
statistics on Yn(Fq)). Let q be a positive integral power of an odd prime. For any polynomial P ∈
Q[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .] the normalized statistic∑

f∈Yn(Fq) P (f)

qn

converges as n approaches infinity. In fact

lim
n→∞

q−n
∑

f∈Yn(Fq)

P (f) =

∞∑
d=0

limm→∞
〈
Pm, H

d(MBCm(C),C)
〉
Bm

(−q)d
(8)

and the series on the right hand side converges.

Theorem 4.10 states that (appropriately normalized) polynomial statistics on Yn(Fq) converge
as n tends to infinity – and relates the limit to the representation theory of the groupsHd(MBCm(C),C).

One consequence of Theorem 4.10 is that the expected value of polynomial statistics converge.

Corollary 4.11. (The stable limit of the expected value of polynomial statistics on Yn(Fq)). Let q
be a positive integral power of an odd prime. For any polynomial P ∈ Q[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .] the expected
value ∑

f∈Yn(Fq) P (f)

|Y(Fq)|

of P on Yn(Fq) converges as n tends to infinity, and its limit is

lim
n→∞

∑
f∈Yn(Fq) P (f)

|Y(Fq)|
=

(
q + 1

q − 1

) ∞∑
d=0

limm→∞
〈
Pm, H

d(MBCm(C),C)
〉
Bm

(−q)d
.

Proof. In Proposition 4.15 below, we compute

|Yn(Fq)| = qn − 2qn−1 + 2qn−2 − . . .+ (−1)n−12q + (−1)n.

Hence

lim
n→∞

|Yn(Fq)|
qn

= 1− 2

q
+

2

q2
− 2

q3
+ . . .+

(−1)k(2)

qk
+ . . . =

(q − 1)

(q + 1)

and the result follows from Theorem 4.10.

We now prove Theorem 4.10.
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Proof of Theorem 4.10. We follow the arguments used by Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14, Theorem
3.13]. We denote Hd(MBCn(C);C) by Bdn as before. In the proof of Theorem 3.8, we showed that
there is a function FP (d) that is independent of n and has order o(2.99d) such that |〈Pn,Bdn〉Bn | ≤
FP (d). Then ∣∣∣ lim

m→∞
〈Pm,Bdm〉Bm

∣∣∣ ≤ FP (d).

Let ε > 0. The series
∑
d≥0

FP (d)

qd
converges absolutely, so

∑
d≥I+1

FP (d)

qd
< ε/2 for some I ∈ N.

Let N = 2I + deg(P ). The second author [Wil15, Cor 5.10] proved that the sequence of character
Bn–representations Bkn are given by a unique character polynomial of degree ≤ 2d for all n. Then
Proposition 2.13 implies that

lim
m→∞

〈Pm,Bdm〉Bm = 〈Pn,Bdn〉Bn for d ≤ I and n≥ N.

From Theorem 3.8, the series
∞∑
d=0

limm→∞〈Pm,Bdm〉Bm
(−q)d

converges absolutely to a limit L <∞. On the other hand, by Theorem 4.1,

q−n
∑

f∈Yn(Fq)

P (f) =

n∑
d=0

〈
Pn,Bdn

〉
Bn

(−q)d
.

Therefore, if n ≥ N∣∣∣∣∣∣L− q−n
∑

f∈Yn(Fq)

P (f)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
d≥I+1

limm→∞〈Pm,Bdm〉Bm − 〈Pn,Bdn〉Bn
(−q)d

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
d≥I+1

FP (d) + FP (d)

qd
< ε.

Remark 4.12. (Convergence FIW–CHA). It is possible to define a type B/C analogue of the concept
of a “FI-complement of hyperplane arrangement” introduced by Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF14,
Section 3] in type A. A type B/C version of [CEF14, Theorem 3.7] holds, and our Theorem 4.1 is a
particular case.

The cohomology ring of a FIW–CHA has the structure of an FIW -algebra. By Theorem 3.9, this
FIW–algebra is finitely generated by the elements in cohomological degree 1. Since we would insist
that the hyperplane arrangement of a FIW–CHA contain the form (x1−x2), its degree–1 cohomol-
ogy must contain M( ) (if type A) or MBC( ,∅) (if type B/C) as a sub–FIW–module. Theorem
3.4 and Remark 3.3 therefore suggest that finite generation is likely not enough to guarantee that
the corresponding point count stabilize as n grows.

A result analogous to [CEF14, Theorem 3.13] follows for FIW–CHA that satisfy the equivalent
conditions in Lemma 2.15 for a subexponential function g. We could call such hyperplane comple-
ments convergent FIW -CHA as in [CEF14, Definition 3.12].
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4.4 Examples of statistics on squarefree polynomials

In this section we use Theorems 4.1 and 4.10 to compute examples of polynomial statistics on
Yn(Fq) by analyzing the cohomology groups Hd(MBCn(C);C). We emphasize that it is possible
to compute these statistics by more direct methods – these computations are not the first, nor
necessarily the most efficient, means of obtaining these results; see for example Alegre–Juarez–
Pajela [AJP15] for a counting method using generating functions. Instead, the computations in this
section serve to illustrate the beautiful and unexpected relationships between the combinatorics
of squarefree polynomials in Fq[T ] and the representation theory of Hd(MBCn(C);C) that follow
from the work of Grothendieck, Deligne, and others.

We begin by reviewing results due to Douglass [Dou92] on the structure of the cohomology
groups Hd(MBCn(C);C) of the complex hyperplane complements in type B/C.

Douglass’ decomposition of Hd(MBCn(C);C)

A celebrated result of Lehrer–Solomon [LS86] gives a decomposition of the cohomology groups
Hd(MAn(C);C) of the complex hyperplane complements associated to the symmetric groups.
Lehrer and Solomon describe these cohomology groups as a sum of certain induced representa-
tions of one-dimensional characters of certain Sn subgroups. Douglass [Dou92] proves a closely
analogous result for the cohomologyHd(MBCn(C);C) of the type B/C hyperplane complements:
he proved the Bn–representation Hd(MBCn(C);C) decomposes as a sum of certain induced rep-
resentations of one-dimensional characters ζλ of subgroups Yλ of Bn, described below.

Theorem 4.13. (Douglass’ decomposition of Hd(MBCn(C);C)). [Dou92, Formula (1.1)]
For each d with 0 ≤ d ≤ n, there is an isomorphism of CBn–modules

Hd(MBCn(C);C) =
⊕

λ=(λ+,λ−),

`(λ+)=n−d

IndBnYλ
ζλ.

The groups Yλ and their characters ζλ are defined as follows. Consider a double partition
λ = (λ+, λ−) of n with

λ+ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λa) and λ− = (λa+1, . . . , λa+b).

Let Bλ1
× · · ·×Bλa+b be the corresponding subgroup of Bn, where Bλi denotes the signed permu-

tation group on the letters

Ωi := {±(1 +
∑
j<i

λj), . . . ,±(λi +
∑
j<i

λj)}.

For each factor Bλi , let xi denote the central element that acts by multiplication by −1 (the longest
element in the Coxeter group sense). If λi > 1, then let yi denote a positive λi–cycle in Bλi . Let
Yi := 〈xi, yi〉. Example 4.14 shows these groups in the case that λ = ((3, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)).

Example 4.14. (The summand of H7(MBC10(C);C) indexed by λ = ((3, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)) .) As an
example, given the double partition λ = ((3, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)) we take the subgroup

B3 ×B1 ×B1 ×B2 ×B2 ×B1 ⊆ B10.
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Then the elements xi and yi are shown in the following table.

i Ωi xi yi

1 {1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3} (1 1)(2 2)(3 3) (1 2 3)(1 2 3)

2 {4, 4} (4 4)

3 {5, 5} (5 5)

4 {6, 6, 7, 7} (6 6)(7 7) (6 7)(6 7)

5 {8, 8, 9, 9} (8 8)(9 9) (8 9)(8 9)

6 {10, 10} (10 10)

Let nr(λ+) denote the number of parts of λ+ of size r, and similarly nr(λ−). Let Hλ denote the
product of symmetric groups that permutes parts of the same size in each partition:

Hλ := Snλ1 (λ+) × · · · × Sn1(λ+) × Snλa+1
(λ−) × · · · × Sn1(λ−).

Example 4.14 continued. Given λ = ((3, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)), we have

Hλ =
〈
(4 5)(4 5), (6 8)(6 8)(7 9)(7 9)

〉 ∼= S2 × S2.

Define
Yλ := Hλ(Y1 × · · · ×Ya+b).

We define a linear character ζλ of Yλ by its restrictions to the subgroups Y1 × · · · ×Ya+b and Hλ,
as follows

ζλ : Y1 × · · · ×Ya+b −→ C

yi 7−→ ηλi := (−1)λi−1e
2πI
λi I denotes a root of −1

xi 7−→ 1

For each symmetric group factor of Hλ, the character acts as either the alternating represen-
tation or the trivial representation, depending on whether the factor is permuting parts of λ+ or
parts of λ−, and whether the corresponding parts are even or odd.

ζλ : Hλ −→ C
Snλi (λ+) 3 σ 7−→ sign(σ) if λi is even

Snλi (λ+) 3 σ 7−→ 1 if λi is odd

Snλi (λ−) 3 σ 7−→ sign(σ) if λi is odd

Snλi (λ−) 3 σ 7−→ 1 if λi is even.

Example 4.14 completed. For the partition λ = ((3, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1)), the representation ζλ is defined
as follows.
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xi yi Hλ

(1 1)(2 2)(3 3) 7−→ 1 (1 2 3)(1 2 3) 7−→ η3 = e
2πI
3

(4 4) 7−→ 1 (4 5)(4 5) 7−→ 1

(5 5) 7−→ 1

(6 6)(7 7) 7−→ 1 (6 7)(6 7) 7−→ η2 = 1 (6 8)(6 8)(7 9)(7 9) 7−→ 1

(8 8)(9 9) 7−→ 1 (8 9)(8 9) 7−→ η2 = 1

(10 10) 7−→ 1

The character of Hd(MBCn(C);C)

Church–Ellenberg–Farb use Lehrer–Solomon’s decomposition of the cohomology of the braid ar-
rangement to compute statistics on the space of monic squarefree polynomials [CEF14, Propositoin
4.5]. We can similarly use Douglass’s result to perform computations on Hd(MBCn(C);C).

Observe that, given a Bn–representation V with character χ,

〈χ,Hd(MBCn(C);C)〉Bn =
∑

λ=(λ+,λ−),

`(λ+)=n−d

〈
χ, IndBnYλ

ζλ

〉
Bn

=
∑

λ=(λ+,λ−),

`(λ+)=n−d

〈
ResBnYλ

χ, ζλ

〉
Yλ

Because the characters ζλ are 1-dimensional, computing this inner product is simply a matter of
counting the dimension of the subspace of V on which Yλ acts by ζλ. We will use this observation
to prove Lemmas 4.16 and 4.17 below.

Some statistics on Yn(Fq)

Proposition 4.15. (The number of Fq–points in Yn(Fq).) Let q be an odd prime power. The number of
degree n monic squarefree polynomials in Fq[T ] with nonzero constant term is

|Yn(Fq)| = qn − 2qn−1 + 2qn−2 − . . .+ (−1)n−12q + (−1)n.

Proof. If we consider the class function χ ≡ 1, then Formula (6) implies that the number of Fq–
points of Yn is

|Yn(Fq)| =
n∑
d=0

(−1)dqn−d〈1, Hd(MBC ;C)〉Bn .

But
〈1, Hd(MBC ;C)〉Bn = dimC

(
Hd(Yn(C);C)

)
= bd;
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the dth-Betti number of Yn(C). Brieskorn [Bri73, Théorème 7] determined these Betti numbers to
be

b0 = bn = 1 and bd = 2 for 0 < d < n,

which gives us the desired formula.

There are, of course, methods for counting the polynomials in Yn(Fq) directly. Notably, using
Formula (6), such a count would give a combinatorial proof of the Betti numbers of Yn(C), and
recover Brieskorn’s result.

We next use Douglass’ result to find the stable values of the inner products 〈χ,Hd(MBC ;C)〉Bn
when χ is given by the character polynomials X1 − Y1 or X1 + Y1. We will use these stable values
in Propositions 4.18 and 4.19 to compute further asymptotic statistics on the spaces Yn(Fq).

Lemma 4.16. (〈X1 − Y1, H
d(MBCn(C);C)〉Bn vanishes). The inner product

〈X1 − Y1, H
d(MBCn(C);C)〉Bn = 0 for all n and all d.

Proof. The character X1 − Y1 corresponds to the Bn–representation

Vn ∼= V((n−1),(1)),

the canonical representation of Bn on Vn ∼= Cn by signed permutation matrices. To compute the
values of the inner product we use the Douglass’ result Theorme 4.13. In the notation of Section
4.4, for each partition λ the associated product

∏
xi is the signed permutation −Id. Given a vector

v ∈ Cn, this matrix acts on v by −1, while the representation ζλ :
∏
xi → 1 acts on v trivially, and

so v cannot be a copy of the representation ζλ. We conclude that this inner product is identically
zero.

Lemma 4.17. (Stable values of
〈
X1 + Y1;H0(MBCn(C);C)

〉
Bn

). The inner product ofHd(MBC(C);C)

with the character polynomial X1 + Y1 has the following stable values〈
X1 + Y1;H0(MBCn(C);C)

〉
Bn

= 1 for all n ≥ 1,〈
X1 + Y1;Hd(MBCn(C);C)

〉
Bn

= 4d for all d ≥ 1 and n ≥ d+ 2.

Proof. The characters X1 + Y1 correspond to the Bn representation

Vn = V((n),∅) ⊕ V((n−1,1),∅)

pulled back from the canonical permutation representation of the symmetric group Sn on Cn by
permuting the n basis elements e1, e2, . . . , en. Lemma 4.17 can be proved using Douglass’ decom-
position and (in the notation of Section 4.4) finding for each λ with `(λ+) = n− d the dimension of
the subspace of Vn on which Yλ acts by ζλ. We summarize this computation for odd homological
degrees d in Table 1. In this table, the notation τj represents the partition

τj =

{
(2

j
2 ) if j is even

(2
j−1
2 , 1) if j is odd.

The case of even homological degree d is similar, and we omit the details. In Table 2 we summarize
some stable and unstable values for small n and d.
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Table 1: Stable values of
〈
X1 + Y1, H

d(MBCn(C);C)
〉
Bn

for d odd. The “action” column shows
the representation evaluated on all elements of Yλ that act nontrivially.

λ Basis in Cn Action 〈Vn; ηλ〉Yλ(
(1(n−d)), (2

d−1
2 , 1)

)
e1 + e2 + · · ·+ en−d Trivial Total: 3

en−d+1 + e2 + · · ·+ en−1 Trivial
en Trivial(

(2, 1(n−d−1)), (2
d−1
2 )

)
e1 + e2 Trivial Total: 3

e3 + e4 + · · ·+ en−d+1 Trivial
en−d+2 + · · ·+ en Trivial(

(j, 1(n−d−1)), τ(d−j+1)

)
, e1 + ηje2 + · · ·+ ηj−1

j ej y1 7−→ ηj Total : d− 1

3 ≤ j ≤ d+ 1(
(j, 2, 1(n−d−2)), τ(d−j)

)
, e1 + ηje2 + · · ·+ ηj−1

j ej y1 7−→ ηj Total : d− 2

3 ≤ j ≤ d(
(1(n−d)), (j, τ(d−j))

)
, en−d+1 + ηjen−d+2 + · · ·+ ηj−1

j en−d+j ya+1 7−→ ηj Total : d− 2

3 ≤ j ≤ d(
(2, 1(n−d−1)), (j, τ(d−j−1))

)
, en−d+1 + ηjen−d+2 + · · ·+ ηj−1

j en−d+j ya+1 7−→ ηj Total : d− 3

3 ≤ j ≤ d− 1(
(22, 1(n−d−2)), (2

d−3
2 , 1)

)
e1 + e2 − e3 − e4 (1 3)(2 4) 7−→ −1 Total: 1

(
(2, 1(n−d−1)), (2

d−3
2 , 12)

)
en−1 − en (n− 1 n) 7−→ −1 Total: 1

Total: 4d

Proposition 4.18. (Expected number of linear factors for polynomials in Yn(Fq)). In the limit as n
tends to infinity, the expected value of the number of linear factors in Yn(Fq) converges to

lim
n→∞

∑
f∈Yn(Fq)

(
X1(f) + Y1(f)

)
|Yn(Fq)|

=
q − 1

q + 1
.

Proof. In order to count the number of linear factors of a given polynomial f ∈ Yn(Fq) we can
evaluate Formula (8) at the character polynomial X1 + Y1. Lemma 4.17 states the stable values of
the inner products on the right-hand side of the equation, and implies

lim
n→∞

q−n
∑

f∈Yn(Fq)

(
X1(f) + Y1(f)

)
= 1− 4

q
+

8

q2
− 12

q3
+ . . .+

(−1)k(4k)

qk
+ . . .

=
(q − 1)2

(q + 1)2
.
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Table 2: Some stable and unstable values of
〈
X1 + Y1, H

d(MBCn(C);C)
〉
Bn

n
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . n >> d

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . . 1
1 1 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 . . . 4
2 0 2 6 8 8 8 8 8 . . . 8
3 0 0 3 9 12 12 12 12 . . . 12
4 0 0 0 4 12 16 16 16 . . . 16
5 0 0 0 0 5 15 20 20 . . . 20
6 0 0 0 0 0 6 18 24 . . . 24
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 21 . . . 28
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 . . . 32

From Proposition 4.15, we see

lim
n→∞

|Yn(Fq)|
qn

= 1− 2

q
+

2

q2
− 2

q3
+ . . .+

(−1)k(2)

qk
+ . . .

=
(q − 1)

(q + 1)

and so by taking the ratio of these limits, we complete the proof.

Since half the nonzero elements of Fq are quadratic residues, we might expect that half of these
linear factors to be QR in the sense of Definition 4.5 – and indeed we can verify this by evaluating
Formula (8) at the character polynomials X1 and Y1. Since

X1 =
1

2

[
(X1 + Y1) + (X1 − Y1)

]
and Y1 =

1

2

[
(X1 + Y1)− (X1 − Y1)

]
the we can deduce the following result from Lemma 4.16 and Theorem 4.18.

Proposition 4.19. (Expected number of QR and NQR linear factors). The expected number of QR
linear factors in Yn(Fq) tends to

lim
n→∞

∑
f∈Yn(Fq)X1(f)

|Yn(Fq)|
=

q − 1

2(q + 1)
.

The expected number of NQR linear factors in Yn(Fq) tends to

lim
n→∞

∑
f∈Yn(Fq) Y1(f)

|Yn(Fq)|
=

q − 1

2(q + 1)
.
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